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A new and vital interest in the Sunday School Curriculum has
grown out of recognition of the fact that the early Sunday school
catechism, offered to its pupils as the core of instruction, was in
adequate. It gave little thought to questioning its effectiveness as a
balanced ration of spiritual food. As the educational consciousness of
the church developed, the curriculum problem became More acute.
I. THE PROSLHH
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this study (1)
to trace the development of the curriculum as it is to-day; (2) to re
port under appropriate chapter divisions the facts of each of the three
principal Sunday School Lesson Series; and (3) to present a summary
chapter of findings and conclusions.
Importance of the problem. Ho other problem confronting the
church to-day more concerns thoughtful leaders than that of the curric
ula for its schools. This problem has recently taken on new sijaiifi-
cance from a realisation of the very literal truth contained in von
Humboldt's dictum that what you would have in the life of a people you
must first put into its schools.
Although the importance of the curriculum has always been recog
nised it is only at long intervals that material changes have been made
in it. More serious and intelligent study is being given to the subject
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to-day than ever before. Though premising and coramendable , these efforts
cannot really be successful unless they are based on the answer to the
fundamental question, what is the desired end of Christian education?1
It Is true that the most significant advances yet made in the
development of the curriculum of 'Christian Education are going on
right now. These advances are being made on four broad fronts: improve
ment in material based on changes is outlines made in the early forties;
cooperative production of materials heretofore produced independently
by some denominations; and experiments going on in local churches and
2
communities.
The curriculum problem is vital because it is that with which
tha process of Christian education is primarily concerned. The curric
ulum of Christian education must be able to make the man of God "per
fect, thoroughly furnished unto every good work". Only a supernatural
3
text book - the Word of God - can achieve this end.
II. Definitions of Terms Used
The scope and character of any enterprise is controlled in the
main by the meanings ascribed to certain basic terms and the relation
ships that are assumed to exist between the various elements involved
1 Thomas H. Briggs , Curriculum Problems (Hew fork: The Hacmillan
Company, 1927). p. 23.
2 Gerald E. Knoff. "Where Tour Lessons coae Proa", International
Journal of Religious Education, October, 1948, p. 19.
3 James De Forest Murch, Christian Education and the Local Church.
(Cincinnati, Ohio;, The Standard Publishing Company, 1945JT p. 175.
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in the enterprise. Inasmuch as there are widely varying concepts it
is necessary to define the terns used to lessen any misunderstandings
as the work progresses.
International Lesson Committee . Prior to 1914 the Lesson
Cownittee had been created by the International Sunday School Associ
ation. The body was reorganized to consist of three sections; the
international section of eight members appointed by the Association,
the Sunday School Council section of eight members appointed by the
Council, and a section consisting of one member from each of the den
ominations having a curriculum committee of its own. In 1916 another
step of reorganization of the Executive Committee was taken so as to
include fifty per cent as representatives of the Association and fifty
per cent as representatives of the denominations,^
A new lesson committee is chosen every six years at the alter
nate sessions of the International Sunday School Association, though
members are, of course eligible for re-election. The members of the
committee are selected with great care and with reference to the den
ominational and territorial representation.^
4 Wra. C. Bower and P. R. Hayward, Proteatanism Faces Its Edu
cational Task Together. (Appleton, Wisconsin; C. C. Nelson Publishing
Company) , 1949. p. 12
5 Henry H. Meyer, The Graded Sunday School In Principle. New
York: The Abingdon Press, 1924) p. 71
~~"
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International Uniform Lessona. The Uniform Lesson is that type
�f lesson in which the same text is studied by all ages, children and
adults on a given Sunday, The Uniform Lessons admit no basic materials
except Biblical. They are planned to cover the Bible in cycles of from
five to eight years. The first committee was instructed simply to
select a list of lessons for a seven years' course, which was t� include
as far as possible a study of the whole Bible, alternating between the
Old and New Testament. It was required to select only one lesson for
the entire school.^
Subsequent to the reorganization of the Lesson Committee in 1914
an attempt was made to introduce the principle of grading into the
Uniform Lessons by the adaptation of the Uniform Lessons to different
age ranges above the primary level. This was published under the title,
"Improved Uniform Lessons."
They consist of lessons arranged by quarters � concerning portion
of the Bible restudied in cycles of varying duration. They offer both
chronological and topical studies. The whole school studied the same
lessons in all grades or classes. The same Scripture text is assigned
t� all pupils in the school, however separate lesson titles are given
for each general age group which suggests graded application.
In 1920 a Gofaaission �f Seven was appointed to undertake a
thorough investigation of the lesson situation, with Luther A. Weigle
6 Loc. cat.
7 James De Forest Murch, The Sunday School Handbook. (Cincinnati,
Ohio: The Standard Publishing Company, 1939), p. 44.
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as chairman. One of the recommendations submitted by this committee
was that the Improved Uniform Lessons be discontinued and that the
outlines thenceforth be issued as straight Uniform Lessons, without
adaptations. So strong, however, was the demand for the Improved
Uniform Lessons that under the pressure of several private publishing
concerns the Lesson Committee later modified its action and restored
the adaptations above the primary age. to-day, however, the Improved
Uniform Lessons have superseded Uniform Lessons. The Committee on the
Uniform Series develops outlines for so called "uniform lessons",
formerly known as "Improved Uniform Lessons" and now entitled "Inter
national Sunday School Lessons."6
International Graded Lessons. The Graded Series consists of
seventeen units, graded to the year from the age of four to the age of
twenty inclusive. The materials comprise two sets for each yoar, one
for pupils and one for teachers. They are issued as paper bound "Parts"
to the year. Sets of pictures are provided to accompany the earlier
years* lessons. The complete series comprises thirty-four blocks of
materials, seventeen for pupils, and seventeen for teachers, in
addition to pictures.
The Graded Lessons or Closely Graded Lessons provide a different
lesson for each week of a child's life. (There are no Graded Lessons
available for adults.) If they are used as planned every pupil must be
8 Bower and Hayward, op. cit. p. 69
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In a class of boys or girls of the same age or grade as himself.
Every class studies a different lesson. As the pupils advance each
year they get the entire course. '
International Group Graded Lessons. The Group Graded Lessons
are as their name indicates a graded series. The distinction in the
matter of grading between them and the Graded Lessons lies wholly in
the closeness and skill with which the grading is done. While the
Graded Lessons provide for steps upward in materials by single years.
the Group Graded Series advances by three year steps. This series re
quires for each age group three interchangeable units of materials, one
for each year. This plan enables the smaller school to place in the
same class children three years apart In ages while at the same time
giving them materials which, even if rather coarsely graded, are in
some degree adapted to their use.10
By this plan Instead of each age group in the Primary Department
studying a separate lesson, all the ages in that department study the
9tturch* 2�. elt. p. 44
10 G. H. Betts, The Curriculum of Religious Education. (Mew York!
The Abingdon Press, 1924J, p. 360
11 Mureh, og. cit. p. 45
classes and are using the system only I Beginner
same lesson. The plan is the same whether
they are all in one class, because the
school is small, or are in separate age
7
Curriculum. In Latin the word "curriculum" means race course,
or the race Itself; the great round where horse or man shows his mettle.
Applied to religious education the term might therefore mean a round,
or series of deeds or acts through which youth is put that brings out
its mettle.
Upon this basis the curriculum consists of all the organised
educative influences brought to bear upon the child through the agency
of the school.
In this study the meaning of the word curriculum is limited to
12
the types of lesson materials taught.
Grading. Grading is the orderly arranging of the systematic
and progressive study of the Bible; the members of the classes and
departments being classified as may be consistent with age and advance
ment, and following as nearly as possible, usually, the grades laid
down by the graded schools, the lessons and methods of teaching being
13
adapted to the pupils of the several departments.
III. STATEHE8? OF MiTHOD OF PHOCKDURF.
In the succeeding chapters is presented a report of the study
of each of the ^hree Principal Sunday School Lesson Series of the Inter
national Council of Religious Education and a summary chapter giving
12 B. E. Eose and P. R. Stevick , Principles of Religious j/taca
tlon. (Sew York; The Macmillan Company, 1926), p. 43
13 George W. Head, Modern Methods In Sunday School Work. (Dew
York; Dodd, Mead, and Company , 1907) , p. 2*5
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the advantages and disadvantages of each type, conclusions, and compar
isons.
The purpose of this study was to examine the content of the
three types of Lesson Series giving enough connecting history to enable
one to understand the various expansions, criticisms and modifications
involved in the developsent of the cur iculum.
These materials include publications of the International
Council of Religious Education, denominational publications and
various sources in the field of Christian Education.
CHAITKH II
People are inclined to take their Sunday-school lessons for
granted, with little thought of how they have been provided. The
present day Sunday-school curriculum is the result of such study and
effort,
gateohiam Period. Proa 1790 to 1815 the curriculum of the
American Sunday-S chool, with few exceptions, was the catechism. The
catechism had a double purpose; it was int ended to ground children in
the essentials of Christian doctrine, an! to impart Biblical knowledge.
The reason that catechisms were so widely used was that there was no
other course of Bible study in print. Many catechisms however, were in
existence and these were utilised as teaching material. They lent them
selves easily to divisions, sections, and lessons for the purpose of
instruction. When teachers desired to engage in system tic religious
instruction, they turned to the catechism.
Memory Period. Following 1815 the catechism suffered a serious
decline. The Bible made a stronger bid for popularity and moved nearer
to the center of the curriculum. The use of lesson mat* rial from the
Bible for semory work rapidly crowded out the catechism from Its long
established place.
Babel Period. The pe riod from 18A0 to 1872 in the history of
the American Sunday School curriculum is generally referred to as the
10
Babel period. The memorizing of promiscuous verses gave way to the
study of a verse a day, a plan which had long i�en practiced by the
Moravians, and which for a brief period became popular. This period
was one of great confusion as each denomination and prominent Sunday-
school publishing house Issued a scheme of lessons of its own, which
put emphasis upon its creed, or planned to suit its constituency.
Sunday Schools began to secure their materials from a variety of
sources. Competition of denominational boards, Interdenominational
unions, and private publishers led to confusion, but it was a chaos
out of which some semblance of order eventually came.^
The Genesis of the International Lesson. One hundred years was
spent in laying the foundation of the International Lesson System.
Like all great movements, the system la the work of many master spirits.
Its roots run back to Robert Ha ikes and the wretched intellectual and
spiritual conditions of England during the Eighteenth Century. Haikes
turned from a hopeless endeavor to convert criminals in English jails and
to teaching them the rudiments of spelling, leading, and church cate
chism. His teaching furnishes the germ of the International Sunday-
school history and progress.
Transplanted to America, the Raikes 1 idea soon secured tolera
tion, friendship, and finally, the adoption of the churches. The
Balked' Sunday-school in America became the inspiration and stimulus
1 Clarence H. Benson, The Sunday School In Action, (Chicago,
Illinois: Moody Press, 1932), p. 138
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to religious education.
The conception and adoption of the International Lesson has
followed successive steps:
1. The use and spread of the Raik�s' mission school in England
in which the children of the poor, under hired teachers, were
the subjects of instruction.
2. The transference of the Raikes Sunday-school idea, in
method and motive to America, and its early adoption by the
churches.
5. The coming of the era of "memorisation* which held sway
for the first twenty-five years of the Nineteenth Century.
4. Out of the reaction from the exclusive method of memorisa
tion came the first hint of our International System In what was
called at the time the "limited lesson" or "selected lesson
scheme". Dr. James Gall of Edinburgh is its reputed author. It
began In America in 1825. In 1826 the Mow *�rk Sunday-School
Onion approved the scheme and urged its adoption. It secured a
place in many schools, chiefly in Mew fork, Albany. Boston, and
Philadelphia. In 1826 Rev. Albert Hudson began the issue of a
monthly series of questions on these Scripture selections for the
use of the teachers. In 1827 Judson published a question book
based upon the "Selected Lessons". The scheme comprehended a
course of scriptural selections extending through five years, of
forty lessons each year and including the principle facts and
truths of the Bible. The American Sunday-School Onion was quick
to note its marks of progress, sod gave it a hearty endorsement.
Its chief claim to popular favor, as declared at the time, was
that It "required every class to receive Instruction in the same
lesson at the same time. "2
5. In 1827 the American Sunday-School Union began the publica
tion of its annual series of "Union Question Books", containing
from one hundred twenty five to one hundred fifty pages, and sold
at six and one half cents a volume. Some of these books gave an
entire year to a single book of the **ible. others presented the
chronological study of the life of Christ; the full series aiming
to comprehend the entire Bible in portions. In 1869 an "Explana
tory Question Book" wan added to the series giving answers to the
questions of the other books. Within fourteen years from the
issuance of the first "Question Book" nearly two million were sold
2 If. N. Hartshorn and G. R. Merrill, the Development of the
Sunday School. (Boston, Haas: The *ort Hill Press, 1905), p. 71
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and their wide use was a factor in preparing the Sunday-school
movement for the yet far-away national and international uniform
lessons.
6. A signal step was next taken by Organs Jurid, Publisher of the
American Agriculturist, who supplemented prior schemes of lesson
study to be studied for two consecutive Sundays. The titles of
the first quarter's lessons will Illustrate the scheme: The Babe
of Bethlehem", "The Boy in The Temple", "The Man at the Jordan",
"The Tempted One," "The Transfigured Christ," and "The Grief at
Gethseiaane.
la 1867 Edward Eggleston carried out Vincent's second year plan
of lessons by publishing the lessons for that year upon the "Teachings
of Jesus". He expressed himself as being in favor of the use of one
lesson for the entire school with such adaptations by the teachers as
to make it serviceable for all ages and capacities. He believed that
a uniform lesson was necessary for an effective school, since such a
plan would make possible the holding of general exercises, give unity to
the hymns and prayers and bring about a oneness of purpose on the part
of those studying the same Bible passage.
The lessons issued by Dr. Vincent were centered primarily in
material rather than in the pupil. The chief object was that of im
parting Information about the Bible rather than using the material to
Illustrate how Christian virtures my be established and vices shunned.
The lessons issued by Vincent and Eggleston, the most important forerun
ners of the International Lessons, were better suited to adults than to
children. The lessons Issued by these men ware influential In the
development of the new curriculum. The impetus for the Uniform System
came from the lessons by these men for as a result of their lessons
3. Ibid., p. 38
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B. P. Jacobs conceived the idea of uniformity for all the Sunday-schools
of America.
B. F. Jacobs dream of a Uniform Lesson. A keen expansionist and
propagandist, Benjamin F. Jacobs dreamed of extending the idea of
Vincent's and Kggleston's lessons over the notion so that all denominat
ions throughout the world might use them.
Jacobs projected three very definite objectives for Sunday-school
lessons. They were: first, one lesson for all ages; second, one lesson
for all schools throughout the world; and third, expositions of the
lessons in all religious and secular papers that might be induced to
publish them. He also advocated that there be just one lesson for all
children regardless of age or experience. A crystallisation of this
feeling began to take form in the National Convention of the Sunday
School Association in 1869.
Period of adoption. The next step in the direction of the new
system was taken by the convention of 1869, which appointed a committee
to formulate plans for further action. This coonlttee. in turn.
requested the National Executive Committee to call the lesson publishers
into conference. Twenty-nine publishers and writers representing the
various denominations met in August. 1871. for consideration of a pro
posed uniform system of lessons.
The publishers appointed a committee to make a selection of
lessons for the year 1872 as a trial project. The committee? decided
that the lessons should be selected from the Bible as a whole and
14
accepted a scheme which included a study of the entire Scriptures.
Of the trial lessons chosen for 1872 two quarters were selected from
Eggleston' s National Series* one quarter from Vincent's lessons, and
one quarter to be compiled by the committee itself. The course of
study as outlined by the committee contained twelve lessons selected
from the Acts of the Apostles, Hebrews, and Revelation called "Jesus
After His Ascension," and a review; twelve lessons on Elisha, Israel,
Judah, and a review; twelve lessons from the Epistles, and a review; and
twelve lessons on Daniel and his times, and a review. This distribution
shows that one half of the time was devoted to each Testament.
The National Convention met in Indianapolis in 1872. Its chief
subject was the adoption or the rejection of a uniform system of
lessons.
A resolution was presented by B. P. Jacobs:
Resolved, that the Convention a-point a committee, to consist
of five clergymen and five laymen, to select a course of Bible
lessons for a series of years, not exceeding seven, which shall,
as far as they may decide possible, embrace a general study of
the whole Bible alternating between the Old and New Testaments
semi annually or quarterly as they shall deem best; and to publish
a list of such lessons as fully as possible, and at least for the
two years next ensuing, as early as the first of August, 1872; and
that this convention recommended their adoption by the Sunday
Schools of the whole country; and that this committee have power
to fill any vacancies that may occur in their number by reason of
the inability of any member to serve.
The resolution was adopted by an overwhelming vote. The Uni
form Lesson Series was launched.
^
4 Frank Q. Lankard, A History of the American Sunday School
Curriculum (Hew York: Abingdon Press* 19277, p�~20i (>
~
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Period of Extension. The Committee appointed in 1872 included
representatives from Canada, Great Britain, and India. Thus the Con
vention changed its name to the International Convention and the
lesson committee created by that body became known as the International
Lesson Committee, which body with changes in personnel, has continued
to select lessons up to the present time.
The first lesson committee set to work along the specific lines
laid down by the International Convention for its guidance. They
followed specific instructions as (1) alternation each year between the
Old and New Testaments; (2) beginning with Genesis to select from the
Old Testament In chronological order; (3) to spend a part of each year
in studying the life and ministry of Christ, beginning with Matthew and
passing in order through the Gospels; sad (4) to follow with lessons on
the Apostles, the planning of the church, and the doctrines of the New
Testament as contained In the Epistles.
The first lesson committee thus began its work under specific
directions to select from the Bible by parts and In chronological order.
The province of the coexnittee was to select the Uniform Lesson text.
The publishing houses which have adopted the Uniform Scripture lessons
have proceeded to supplement them as they deemed advisable with helps,
analyses, questions, and explanations. The Lesson Committee from the
very first confined itself to the task of selecting the lesson titles
and the Scripture text, but as time went on, the functions of the
committee were broadened so as to include the selection of the Golden
Text, memory verses, devotional readings, and additional Scripture
16
material as supplemental to the lesson. 5
Content and character of the Lesson Cycles. The first cycle,
1873 - 1879. For the year 1873 the Lesson Committee selected only the
title and the Scripture text. The system of lesson arrangement for
1874 is superior to that of 1873 in that there is not the break in the
study of the Old Testament as in the previous year. The Lesson Com
mittee in 1874, for the first time, selected a Golden Text. The year
1876 marks a backward step in one respact and an improvement in another.
The improvement lies in the fact that the Scripture selections were
longer. The backward step was made when the committee decided to alter
nate between the Old and New Testaments on a quarterly basis. However,
the committee changed its plan for the succeeding year. The outstand
ing characteristic of the lesson for 1877 consisted of the biographi
cal emphasis in both the Old and New Testament studies. The lessons
were planned to revolve around personalities.
The year 1879 was devoted to an eclectic study of both Testa
ments. The first half of the year was spent in a study of the poetical
and prophetical portions scattered throughout the Old Testament and
the last half was given over to an eclestic study of the Epistles and
Revelation.
Of course the first Lesson Committee received criticisms before
their work was even completed. Four main objections were raised to
5 Ibid., p. 235
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the lessons: (1) they were said to be scrappy and fri gaentary; (2)
there was no room for the denominations to stress their special
doctrines; (3) not enough provisions were made for lessons on civic
reform and missions; and (4) the lessons were not arranged so as to
take account of the festival occasions of the church year.
The Second Cycle. 1890-1886, was built on the same general plan
as the first, but It appears to be less fragmentary and more consecu
tive. In the lessons for 1881 the twelfth lesson in each quarter was
reserved for review and the thirteenth for a lesson to be selected by
the individual Sunday school. The year 1882 was the first time in the
lesson scheme that an entire year had been given to any book of the
Bible. The year 1885 reverted to the ouarter basis. The two character
istics of this Cycle were (1) the semi annual alternation between the
Old and Hew Testaments and (2) the reserving of the thirteenth Sunday
of each quarter for a lesson to be determined by the school, during the
first four years of the Cycle.
The Third Cycle, 1887-1893 � lessons were biographical and
narrative. The lessons from the Old Testamsnt begin with the creation
of the world as described in the first chapter of Genesis and end with
the giving of the Ten Commandments. The studies in Matthew go through
the Gospel chronologically and consider the life and ministry of Jesus.
The third Lesson Committee provided two years of consecutive study in
the Cycle, one in Matthew and one in Luke. This was a step forward.
The Committee further provided for three optional lessons for the last
18
Sunday of each quarter, a review, a temperance lesson and a missionary
lesson. This third Cycle marks the third Use in which the Bible had
been covered in cycles of seven years each.
The Fourth Cycle, 1894-1900, covered a period of six years in
stead of seven. In this cycle eighteen months are devoted to the life
and ministry of Jesus as recorded in Matthew, Luke and John. The Cycle
closes with a year's study of the life and teachings of Jesus. The Old
Testament lessons present an historical, biographical, and chronological
history of the Hebrews prior to the monarchy, the Kingdoms of Israel
end Jadah, and their disintegration, the return of the Judaean exiles,
and some choice ethical and moral lessons from the Old Testament.
About 1890 there arose sharp criticisms of the Uniform Lessons
on the ground that they were fragmentary and could not be adapted to the
youngest children. This criticism was responsible for more consecutive
studies upon the most vital points in both Testaments.
The Fifth Cycle, 1901-1906, appears to have presented an
excellent grouping of lessons from the chronological standpoint.
The Sixth Cycle, 1907-1912, was unicue in the length of time
given to the several portions of the Bible.
1907 January-December. Stories of the Patriarchs and Judges.
1909 January-December. Expansion of the Early Church.
1910 January-Decenfcer. The Gospel of the Kingdom.
1911 January-December. Kings and Prophets of Judah and Israel.
19
The Seventh Cycle. 1913-1917 � gave a greater length of tine to
the particular portion of the Bible choeen for lesson study.
The Eighth Cycle. 1918-1925. incorporated several changes and was
issued under a new title. Improved Uniform Lessons. It is the only
eight year cycle. The eight year plan was adopted by the Committee so
that it might present several short topical courses; for example , "Some
Great Teachings of the Bible,'* and Studies In the Lives of Peter and
John". The short topical courses were planned in addition to the usual
chronological study of the whole Bible. The committee felt it necessary
to present a more frequent survey of the entire Bible with varying meth
ods of approach than the six-year Cycle would allow.
In the first six years of the Cycle, the gospel story was
studied three times, together with a rather detailed study of the his
torical events of the Old Testament. In addition to these, there were
the four topical courses and the course on biblical biography. The
last two years of the Cycle contained a comprehensive review of the Old
Testament history and a more detailed review of the life of Jesus
followed by a study of the spread of Christianity as portrayed by the
acts and by the Epistles.
The Unproved Lesson was uniform for all ages above the beginners
but the Committee suggested separate titles for each age group. For
example: the second quarter for the year 1919 began with "God our
Heavenly Father":
Primary topic: The Heavenly Father's Care of His Children
Junior topic: God our Creator and Keeper
20
Intermediate topic: Tibet do we owe to our Father in Heaven?
Senior and Adult topic: God the Father Almighty.
The basic lea con texts contained more Scripture verses than
those of former Cycles, thus providing a broader Biblical foundation.
In the Improved Uniform Lessons more lessons were chosen from
the Old Testament. This is to be accounted for by the fact that in
many cases more verses were assigned to lessons from the Old Testa
ment.^
Flan of Uniform Lesson Series. The Uniform Lessons (since 1918
called Improved Uniform) admit no basic materials except Biblical.
They are planned to cover the Bible in cycles of from five to eight
years. The Improved Uniform Less ona, dating from 1918 are a modifica
tion of the Uniform Lessons, and calculated better to meet the demands
of younger children. This is to be accomplished by using a different
lesson title and presenting a more elementary treatment with a shorter
Bible passage in the lessons for earlier grades. Since this plan was
put into effect the general lessons have presented longer Biblical
7
sections, thereby covering the Bible more rapidly.
The Committee on the Uniform Series does much of its work in
sub-committees and in smaller groups of the sub-committees. It is
necessary for the committee to do its work in advance. It is only
6� Ibid- � PP- 235-239.
7. Belts, op. cit., p. 355.
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after the outlines have been given rigorous review by the International
Council bodies, and then released to the member denominations and others,
that the work of writing the lesson actually begins.
Then the steps of printing and distribution have to be taken into
account and thus a long time necessarily elapses between the meeting at
which it is decided a certain topic or Scripture passage is to be used
for a particular day, and the Sunday on which that material is actually
taught. For example, the Committee met in the fall of 1948 in Toronto,
Canada. They completed their work on outlines which will not be used until
1952. Furthermore, they began work on outlines which will not be actually
taught until 1953. This seems a long time but it is no longer than is
8
actually required.
In the very beginning of the present curriculum, the Uniform Lessons
were a series of lessons designed to cover the entire Bible in a seven
year cycle. Later modifications of tils system ought not to obscure the
importance of that early step. By tills action, American Christians were
making one of their early advances in interdenominational cooperation in
Christian education. From that advance other significant steps have been
taken, and much of our present cooperative work in Christian education
has been made possible because of these early ventures.
In many countries end in every community in the United States and
Canada church schools regularly use lesson materials based on outlines
produced cooperatively through the International Council of Religious
8 Knoff , loc. cit. p. 19
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Education. The growing usefulness of these outlines comes as a result
of more than seventy-five years of experience in cooperative lesson
planning.
An interesting comparison has been worked out by Crawford show
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3 The Acts 89.7
4 Matthew 88.2
5 Luke 84.1




10 II Thessalonians 38.3
11 Bphesians 38.1
12 I Corinthians 37.8
13 II Timothy 34.9
14 Romans 33.9
15 II Corinthians 32.3
16 Revelation 30.7




a I John 24.8
22 I Timothy 20.4
23 I II Peter 18.0
25.5 Phileman 0.0
25.5 II John 0.0
25.5 III John 0.0
25.5 Jude 0.0
9 Betts, p�. cit. pp. 356.357
CHAPTER III
INTERHATIORAL GRADED SERIES
Graded Lesson Series in the religious curriculum were not entirely
the product of the twentieth century, for very early attempts, though
usually crude, were made to grade religious materials to the needs of the
pupils,
There were many factors responsible for the introduction of the
Graded curricula, the most imports rib being dissatisfaction with the
Uniform Lessons. Others have been changed conceptions in religion and
changed points of view in the field of education and psychology.
Origin of the series. The International Graded Lessons are based
upon Scripture material selected by the International Lesson Committee.
The Graded Lesson Conference, meeting In 1906 decided to revise the
Beginner's Course of study, which was already in use, and to select
lessen material for the pre-adolescent years. When the units (nine in
all) were completed by the Graded Conference they were submitted to the
Editorial Association for any suggestions. In turn the lesson outlines
were presented to the International Lesson Committee for their consider
ation.
The chairman of the Executive Comfiiittee of the International
Association called the representative Sunday-school workers of America to
meet in conference in Boston, January 4, 1908. The Editorial Association,
the Graded Lesson Conference, the International Executive Committee, and
the International Lesson Committee were represented in this conference.
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This body felt that the demand for graded lessons should be met by the
International Sunday School Association and that the i*esson Committee
should issue the outlines. The convictions of this conference were in
corporated in the report of the Lesson Committee to the International
Convention held in Louisville, Kentucky in June, 1908.
The International Convention adopted the report and authorised
the Lesson Committee to prepare and submit to the denominations the out
lines of a completely graded series. The present form which it assumes
as used by the various denominations is the result of the editorial
work of those individual denominations.
General characteristics of the graded leasonaj The Graded Series
has an inclusive alrat to meet the spiritual needs of the pupils in each
stage of his development, an aim for each Cycle or age group such as
Primary* Junior* etc., an aim for each unit, and an aim for each lesson.
The series is graded by years, the material being arranged in
cycles. At first the material is presented in story form, topically
arranged. Then, in the ages when the power to memorise and to reason is
deepening and habits are being formed, the mind is stored with the great
facts of Bible history In the form of narratives chronologically arranged.
Then, when life is taking on new meaning and youth is discovering himself
and achieving his freedom In the days of adolescence, Bible history is
approached for the third time, from the standpoint of biography and life
studies. Later still, in the days when the foundation of manhood and
womanhood are being laid, when reason is developing and the individual
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is seeking life's rational basis, the fundamental principles of Christian
living are studied from the standpoint of Christian and social ethics.
Finally, in the days ef the nurturing of powers, when the adjustments of
life are being made and the individual is finding his place in the great
world ef work, the Bible is approached from the standpoint of the
development ef the literature. The pupil has caught a vision of the whole
sweep of history and he is helped to adjust himself to the world which
stretches back into the past and forward into the unmeasured future.
One needs only to study carefully the general outline of courses to
discover that the material is both Biblical and extra-biblical. Dr.
Leonidas W. Crawford, in his unpublished Doctor's thesis, Northwestern
University, found through statistical study of the series that, accord
ing to his classification, the content is 52.7 per cent Biblical, 31*1
per cent guasi-biblical , and 16.2 per cent extra-biblical, the latter
material being drawn from nature, literature, history, and biography.
The material is centered around definite objectives , with an aim
for the entire series for each department, and for each lesson. The
general purpose of the Graded Lessons is to moet the spiritual needs of
the pupil in each stage of his development. For example* the aim of the
Primary Department is stated thus: "To lead the child to know the
Heavenly Father, and to Inspire within him a desire to lived as God's
child, First year, to show forth God's power, love, and care, and to
awaken within the child responsive love, trust and obedience. Second
year* to build on the teachings of the first year (a) by showing ways t�
1 Lankard, o�. clt. , p. 272.
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express their love, trust and obedience; (b) by showing Jesus the
Saviour in His love for work and men; and (c) showing how helpers of
Jesus learn to do God's will. Third year, to build on the teachings of
the first and second years by telling (a) about people who chose to do
God's will; (b) how Jesus by His life and words, death, and resurrection
revealed the Father's love and will for us; such stories as will sake a
strong appeal to the child and arouse within him a desire to choose and
to do that which God requires of him. The aim for lesson one in the
first year of the Primary Department was stated thus: "The aim or purpose
of this lesson is that of directing the thoughts of the pupil to the
things that may be clearly seen in the world of nature, and of teaching
him that all things have been created by the power and might of God.
Plan of Graded Lessons. All courses consist of fifty-two lessons,
no provision being made for closing the Sunday school for vacations* Up
to the ninth year the lessons are organized on the topical plan, with no
attention paid to chronology. For the four years from nine to twelve in
clusive the courses are based on biblical chronology. Prom the thrlteenth
to the sixteenth year inclusive, biography end history supply the basis
of materials, but without emphasis on chronological sequence. From
seventeen to twenty the courses deal with sociological and historical
materials* chronological order being observed in two of the four courses.
The series is profusely illustrated* more than seven hundred
pictures being used to accompany the lessons. About eighty of these are
2. Lanka rd, o�. clt. , p. 275
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used fear beginners end one hundred for the primary pupils. The pictures
cover not only the Bible Text, but also hymns and various incidents of
everyday life. While difference of opinion exists as to the adaptability
of some of the pictures to the age and appreciation of the child, there
can be no doubt that many of them possess a large educational value and
3
that their use greatly Increases the value of the series.
Graded Lesson System. There are two kinds of grading: one Is
grading in the teaching and In the themes; the other, grading in the
statement of the themes and the texts upon which the lessons are based. ^
Where scripture texts are not used as a basis, the grading Is of the
older type and relates chiefly to the subjects of the lessons. At the
convention In 1914, Dr. Benjamin S. Winchester, advocating that a new
emphasis be placed upon t he educational aspects of the Sunday-school
presented a list of ten different courses of lessons which were considered
by the Sunday-school Council of Evangelical Denominations. Bone of
these courses was stated to be based upon the Bible, although some of
them might include Scripture texts. Each of these courses was to be
adapted to the successive stages of development of the pupils and was
supposed to be denominated Graded Lessons par excellence.
3 Betts, o�. clt. , p. 365
4 Edwin W. Rice , The Sunday-School Movement (Philadelphia:
American Sunday-School Onion, 191?) � P- 310
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Grading of the lessons prevailed early in the history of the
modern Sunday-school movement, especially in schools existing in com
munities where some adults had not yet learned to read. These graded
lessons were vigorously attacked in those days because they were not ex
clusively upon the Scriptures and were frequently forced out of the
schools for this reason. This was the case in the early Uniform Lessons
of 1826, as also to some extent in the cycles of the Uniform Lessons of
1826, and in the cycles of the Uniform Lessons of 1872 and on. The
editors and writers on those lessons further graded themes growing out
of the Bible texts, and adapted them to several grades and departments
in the Sunday-school. Thus the gem of recent departmental grades was
in the thought of the workers and of those who prepared the lessons for
5
Sunday-schools for more than a generation.
The graded lessons are practically opposed to uniformity or unity
of instruction in different grades. Carried out logically, the new
graded lessons have a theme adapted to each grade and each theme must be
based upon a different text also adapted or graded. Some educators de
clared that the proposed new graded lessons were unsound on the question
of the new birth, that the Scriptures were wrested from their natural
meaning to provide a basis for some of the lessons; and that the Lesson
Committee is through the structure of the graded lessons, interpreting
the Scriptures for Sunday-schools � a work contrary to the spirit of
their appointment. It was further charged that the new graded lessons
5 Log, pit.
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did not provide for, nor meet* all the elements in the problem of relig
ious education and, therefore, must be upon unsound principles of peda
gogy.6
Brib i&h traded lessons^ The courses of Sunday-school lessons
current in Great Britain* both Graded and Uniform, are quite as many and
as diverse as in America.. The two sections, American and British, of
the International Lesson Committee each sought to have harmonious co
operation with their colleagues, and at the serae time provide courses of
lessons suited to the needs of their respective constituencies in America
and Great Dritian.
However many differences have arisen between the two countries
because of diverse conditions. The elaborate system issued in America
was rejected in favor of a simpler one in Great Britain, extending to
five departmental grades as against seventeen and upward in the American
system. The British tend toward closer grading, the American calling a
halt, If not inclined to a less number of grades. British and American
graded lessons agree in starting with nature talks, or lessons, though
the British regard their nature talks for the wee ones as supplementary.
The two also agree that all or a large majority of lesson subjects shall
be taken from the Holy Scriptures. Hence a prominent British writer
(W. H. Groser) declared that "complexity and competition must give way to
simplicity and unity."
The British Graded Courses are prepared by interdenominational
6 Rice, o�. clt., pp. 311-312.
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counsel and co-coperat ion, which includes most of the Honconformists.
The Church of England, the Friends, the Calvinistic Methodists of Wales,
and the Episcopal Church of Scotland, however each maintain a system of
graded lessens of their own.
The Standard Graded Courses outlined by the British section of
the International Lesson Committee covered nine years (for pupils from
the age of nine to eighteen) in three or more grades.
Graded Courses for those below nine years of age were arranged
for Beginners and for Primaries. The Junior (nine to eleven), Inter
mediate (twelve to fourteen) j and the Senior (sixteen to eighteen) fol
lowed the lower grades. Bach grade of a school was assigned* so far as
possible the same great division of Scriptures for study. But this
principle could not be consistently applied in all grades.
The American Graded Series called for seventeen or more grades;
Beginners (four to firs years of age)* two grades} Primary (six to
eight) , three grades} Junior (nine to twelve, four; Intermediate (thir
teen to sixteen)* four; Senior (seventeen to twenty)* four; also Bible
classes of mature and older persons for which further provision is re
quired according to the conditions and character of the communities and
elasses.
In Great Britlan a strong minority of workers Is in favor of
Graded Lessons though fine grading is distrusted; for the majority of
Son conformists still hold to the Uniform Lessons believing that the
system can be constructed from the standpoint of child development in a
way that would meet all the evangelical needs of the average school.
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Among British graded courses are those by the British Internat
ional Lesson Committee, the Friends' First Day Association, and the
Church of England. Each course or a e jetem agrees on the general prin
ciples of grading, but differs in the point of view and in the < jetails
of the system.
The Friends' Course of Graded Lessons is less minute- with
apparently closer study of Scripture history and themes.
The Church of England's graded courses adhere closely to the
church year and have three departmental divisions � Kindergarten,
Middle and Upper School - with five main grades, for those four to five
years of age; six to eight years; eight to ten years; ten to thirteen
years; and for those thirteen years and upward.?
A GRADED PROGRAM
The Committee on the Graded Series is obliged to work on a simi
lar long time span as the Committee on the Uniform Series. In March,
1949 st Buck Hill Falls, Pennsylvania, the Committee on the Graded Series
approved for release outlines which will be finally taught during the
years 1951 to 1952 and began work on outlines which will not be actually
used until 1952 to 1953.
It would be interesting to open the door and see what has gone
on behind the scenes before the Sunday morning on which a teacher of
fifth grade boys uses his denominational teaching materials. There is
the topic for the fall of 1948, "Palestine Land of the Bible People".
7 Loc. cit.
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That lesson began in the Children's Subcommittee of the Cycle Graded
Committee meeting in 1945. It planned outlines for three years of work
as a unit, since each Sunday's work depends on the Sunday before it and
contributes to the Sunday following, the entire year ��ts into a scheme.
intimately related to the work of the year 1947-1948 and the year 1949-
1950.
The children's Subcommittee considered the needs of the children
in the Junior Department and re-thought the goals of Christian education
as interpreted for children of this age group. Other contemporary con
cerns were considered and after full discussion general emphases were
outlined. Then units were organised within these three general emphases.
planned month by month and Sunday by Sunday.
This next step was that of preparing descriptive outlines for
Sunday by Sunday use. An introductory paragraph was written, defining
the scope of the unit. A statement of purpose was prepared and the more
important content which might be used was suggested. It was probably
at this point that the Children's Subcommittee made an Individual writing
assignment. That person went off by herself to a desk and made a first
draft of an outline. Then it was brought back to the Children's Subcom
mittee and revised in accordance with its suggestions. Finally it was
recommended by the Children's Subcommittee. Copies of the outline were
sent to denominational staffs for review by the curriculum committees
of the denominations.
The products of the committee had to go to the Commission of Edu
cational Program of the International Council. This body has on it per-
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sons representing all the many interests and concerns of Christian
education. The Cossaision approved these outlines and sent there to the
International Council (governing body) for final review and approval.
The Council itself in February 1947 approved the outlines, copyrighted
Q
them, and released them to the denominations for their use.
DISTRIBUTION AMONG BOOKS OF THE BIBLE
Crawford in his thesis on "Status and Evaluation of Extra-Biblical
Material in the Curriculum of Religious Education in the United States"
computes that 52.7 per cent of the content of the Graded Series is direct
ly based on Bible text, 31.1 per cent is quasi - biblical and 16.2 per
cent is extra-biblical. Of the extra biblical 39.8 per cent is biographi
cal, 8.9 per cert is realistic incident, 19 per cent is from nature, 1.3
q
per cent is from literature, and 2U per cent is social and vocational. 7
8 Knoff , loc. clt.
9 Belts, op. clt., p. 383
TABLE II
PLAN OF THE INTI5HNATIOHAL GRADED LESSONS'
Ages 4, 5
Two years of lessons used
interchangeably. Simple
Bible stories arranged by
Themes
Instructions in the home and
in Sunday School - largely through
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CHAPTER IV
INTERNATIONAL GROUP GRADED LESSONS
The departmental lesson, or Group Graded Lesson is a compromise
between the old Uniform Lessons and the closely Graded Lessons. This
plan was first adopted by the Presbyterian Church in 1914, when it
withdrew from the interdenominational syndicate because of the liberal
views set forth by its lessons. Because these lessons have so splend
idly adapted the graded principle to the small Sunday school the series
has become very popular.
While the closely Graded system provides for a different lesson
for each class, the departmental plan offers a single lesson for each
department. The closely Graded lesson has the advantage in that it
leads each pupil through a graded and progressive series of lessons.
The departmental plan, on the other hand, enables the superintendent
to prepare a program of worship which Is closely related to the lesson.
It alse facilitates the correlation of the instruction program with the
expressions!, making possible a Youth Fellowship service wherein the
discussion is an outgrowth of the Sunday school instruction. Where the
Week Day Church School is possible the departmental lesson is even more
advantageous.
Host graded lessons are now prepared so that they can be adopted
to the departmental plan, as the latter is generally found preferable
except in large Sunday-schools.
In 1920 the Graded Lesson Committee asked for a careful invest lg-
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ation la the entire field of curriculum needs, tinner the chairmanship
of Lather A. Weigle a Committee of seven was appointed to survey old
curricula. As a result of a questionaire sent to six hundred twenty
seven selected persons! the Committee recommended the recognition of
two basic types of Sunday school lessons; lessons graded by years and
lessons graded by age groups.
They further recommended that the present system of the Inter
national Graded Lessons remain as it was, but that the committee pro
ceed to construct departmental lessons to take the place of the Uniform
lessons.
Origin of Group Graded Series. On December 30, 1920 the Inter
national Lesson Committee authorised the construction of a series of
lessons by age groups. The declaration of policy was as follows:
1. That the) International Lesson Committee continue Improved
Uniform Lessons, in such cycles and with such material as its
Judgment may from time to time approve, but beginning with 1924,
with adaptations to the Intermediate, Senior, Young People's and
Adult Department* only.
2. That the committee recognise the Primary Group Lessons and
the Junior Croup Lessons, beginning with 1924* ss substitutes,
within the Improved Uniform Series for the Primary and Junior
adaptations hiterto issued.
3. That the Committee recognise the Imoroved Uniform Lessons
beginning with 1924, as an alternative coursewithin the Group
Graded Series, for all pupils above the Junior age group.
4. That the Committee thus plan to issue for schools which do
not wish to use lessons graded by years the following courses:
A. Primary Group Lessons in a three year cycle
1 Benson, 0�. clt. p. 147
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3. Junior Group Lessons in a throe year cycle
C. Improved Uniform Lessons in a six year cycle
or Intermediate Group.Lessons, Senior Group
Lessons, and Adult Group Lessons in three year
cycles.*
General Descript ion of Group Graded Lessons. In the construction
of the Group Lessons certain principles were kept in mind:
1. These lessons were to be graded. They were to be pupil-cent
ered rather than material-centered. The aim of the series as a whole
was to nurture the growing moral and religious life of the child, and
to lead to a permanent commitment of that life to God through Jesus
Christ, and to fitness for service in His Kingdom. The materials for
thelessons were to be chosen with a view to their 'itnesa to accomplish
this aim throughout the different periods of the child's growth, rather
than with a view to their logical completeness or chronological order.
2. These lessons were to be graded to the capacities and needs of
three year age groups of children, rather than to the capacities and
needs of single age years. Within each age-group all children were to
have the same lesson; and the lessons, therefore must move in three
year cycles. Within the cycle for each group, the lessons for the three
years shall presuppose those of another year.
3. From age-group to age-group, these lessor* were to be consecu
tive and cumulative; that is the lessons were to presuppose the nurture
afforded by those of the preceding groups.
4. These lessons were to be predominantly Biblical; that is, they
2 Lankard, op_. cjt. p. 31G
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were to bo selected, chiefly from Biblical materials; and as a part of
the moral and religious nurture which is their total purpose, they
shall aim to impart a comprehensive knowledge of the Bible and to af
ford to the pupil the disposition and the ability to use God's Word
intelligently.
The grading into groups is in keeping with the plan adopted in
3
1917 by the Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denominations.
Plan of Group Graded Lessons. The International Group Graded
Lessons are meant to be pupil centered rather than material centered,
the aim being in terms of the needs of the child rather than with the
thought of covering any particular section of subject matter. The
lessons are intended to be consecutive and cumulative; the lessons of
each succeeding age group presuppose the training afforded by those of
the preceding groups, thus creating a continuous series of steps upward
throughout the curriculum. The lessons are dated and move in a three year
cycle.
The Beginners use one series, the Primaries use another series,
the Juniors and Intermediates use another series, the Young People and
Adults use another series. According to the graded plan each lesson
series is different for each level. The group grading is according to
A
departments, not grades.
3 Lankard, op_. clt., p. 311-312
4 Betts, o_. clt.. p. 362
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Topics of Group Graded Lessons for Juniors for 1924
Pirst quarter: Theae I The Story of Jesus' Life
The Baby Jesus Is Saved from a Gruel King
The "oy Jesus &rews Op la Nazareth
The Boy Jesus visits Jerusalem and the Temple
Jesus is Baptised by John
Jesus Overcomes Temptation
Jesus Goes About Doing Good
Jeaus Calls Twelve Men To Become His Disciples
Scribes and Pharisees oppose Jesus
Jesus is Rejected in His Own Country
Peter Confesses His Faith in Jesus
Jesus Prepares His Disciples for His Death
Jesus Sends Out S< verity Missionaries
Review
Second quarter (Theme I* continued)
Jesus Rides Triumphant into Jerusalem
Jesus Dares To Fight the Wrong
Jesus Restores Lazarus to Life
Jeaus and His Disciples Sat the Last Supper
A Disciple of Jesus Proves to be a Traitor
Jesus is unjustly Condemned
Jesus is Put to Death by His Knemies
Jesus Triumphs over death
Jesus Meets and Talks with His Friends
Jesus Forgives Peter for His Denial
Jesus Leaves His work with His Disciples
Jesus Appears to Saul of Tarsus
Review
Third quarter (Theme II) Great Sayings of Jesus














Fourth quarters Theme III Jesus The Helper and Saviour
Jeaus Tells What He Came to do
Jesus Has power over wind and waves
Jesus Cures a Captain* s Servant
Jesus Feeds a Hungry Multitude
Jesus Restores Sight to a Blind Man
Jesus Cures a Man who cannot walk
Jesus Forgives Sin
Jesus Is the firend of Sinners
Jesus Tells Hleodemus of the New Life
Jesus Helps Zacchaeua to Live a New Life
Jesus Forgives the Repentant Robber
Jesus Comes to be the Saviour of the World
Review?
A comparison of these lesson topics for the Junior Course for
1924 with the topics of the Improved Uniform Lessons indicates clearly
the better adaptation of the Group Graded Series to the needs of child
hood.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND COMPARISONS
I. Service of Uniform System
Regarding the Uniform System in perspective , there are undeniable
services which it has rendered to the Sunday-school movement as a whole.
It may be said to have brought order out of chaos and to have substituted
enthusiasm for indifference. It has fastened an interest in Bible read
ing and study, while its interdenominational scope and character has done
much toward lessening denominational differences and developing a spirit
of religious tolerance and a consciousness of interdenominational fellow
ship. It has given rise to a type of religious literature. The fact of
uniformity permitted concentration and made possible the production of a
high grade of lesson periodicals at a nominal cost. Cooperation, enthusi
asm, and literature are traceable in large measure to the unifying influ
ence which the uniform system has exerted.
Contributions of tee Uniform Series
The Uniform Lessons called attention to the Bible. The Series
provided for a study of the Books which marked a decided advantage over
the "catechetical method" of the "questionbook" age.
The Series is to be commended for the large place which it gives
to the life and teachings of Jesus. Lankard's investigations show that
44.02 per cert of all the lessons in the first eight cycles were selected
from the Gospels. This allowed a systematic study and a coherent under-
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standing of the Gospels.
The Uniform Lessons mark an increased denominational cooperation
in the Sunday school field. With the advent of the Uniform Lessons
there came a feeling of sympathy and unity of purpose in respect to the
different denominations.
The lesson helps called forth by the Uniform Lessons constitute
a considerable literature on the Bible and from the standpoint of ex
position and illustration they are commendable. T)*e Belectic Library
for 1879 says, "there has been created a new literature bearing upon
biblical exegeses, adaptation, and application. " The illustrative
Notes edited by Hurlbut and Doherty, include this note in the preface:
The adoption of the Uniform Lessons was a great step toward
Christian unity and for efficiency, and thoroughness in the study of
the Bible. More eyes than ever before have been turned upon the sacred
page; more Bibles have been circulated, more and better expositions
have been prepared and published, and even the Bible itself has been
investigated as never before to throw its light upon the interpretation
of Scripture."
It is fair to say, that indirectly the Uniform Lessons helped to
pave the way for graded instruction. Certainly Insofar as the Uniform
Lessons helped the Sunday school to realise its teaching task* they made
their own contribution toward the present graded system.
^
The advantages of uniformity are undoubtedly great. It secures
unity in the school, enabling the teachers to co-operate in the study of
the lesson, and giving the superintendent an opportunity to direct and
1 Lankard, op_. clt.. pp. 250-261
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stimulate the work of instruction throughout the school. It secures
unity in the home, making it possible for the father or mother to assist
and guide in the study of the lesson at home by the whole family from
youngest to oldest and facilitates the association of family prayer with
the study of t he Bible in the Sunday school. It greatly facilitates the
preparation and publication of helps on the part of religious papers and
in the form of quarterlies and lesson papers. It enlists on the side of
Bible study in the Sunday school an immense capital of brains and money.
It appeals powerfully to sentiment* and secures the help of that import
ant ally. The superintendent and teacher in every city and mlet in the
land, the parent in every home, even the child himself, feels or may feel
the stimulus and inspiration of the fact that the prayerful t ought of the
Christian world is turning with him to the portion of Scripture assigned
for a certain Sunday's study.2
Those who adopted the Uniform Lessons gained a more comprehensive
knowledge of the Bible. Instruction was made vastly easier in this
Series. Teachers meetings were possible; unity of instruction was de
veloped by it; and, best of all, the wide use of Uniform Lessons was a
great object lesson and argument for the unity of Christianity* besides
widening and deepening its spirituality and power.3
Weaknesses of the Uniform Series. The defects of the Uniform
2 K. Burton, and Shallor Matthews, Principles and Ideals For The
Sunday School (Chicago University of Chicago Press , 19637 � p. 128
3 Rice, o�. clt., p. 309
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Series were many. This fact was recognised by the makers of the Series
who did not claim perfection.
Lanka rd held that the first and foremost weakness of the Uniform
Series is its failure to place the chile at the center. Of course, both
the plan for salvation and the child should be at the center, not just
the child. The lessons are material centered. The aim is to teach Bib
lical material. Since this Is true naturally the method of treatment Is
largely expositional and exegetical. The Improved Uniform Lessons are
based somewhat upon the child's experience but even so, require consider
able adaptation of material.
The relative emphasis upon material throughout the Series was un
fortunate. It was the aim of the International Convention which authorized
the Uniform Lessons, to provide a thorough and comprehensive study of the
Bible as a whole. The Lesson Committee, having adapted a distribution of
time on a chronological basis (so much to the Old and so much to the New
Testament) proceeded to distribute the lessons over the entire Bible.
Since the Committee was working on the principle of a uniform lesson for
all ages, it proved exceedingly difficult to select Scripture passages
which yielded suitable lesson material for all ages and capacities. Henry
F. Cope pointed out that in a period of thirty three years following the
"Inception" � as he called it � of the Uniform plan, out of the fifty
chapters of Genesis only thirty one chapters are studied. Mr. ^opc says
furthers "In the New Testament there were equally striking omissions so
that students remained in ignorance of events essential to an understand
ing of the history involved. The system of Uniform Lessons broke down by
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it* utter die regard of relative values in Biblical material."
The Uniform Series has been criticised on the basis of their
omissions. Luther A. Seigle, in an analysis of the lessons, points
out that only one sixth of the books of prophecy and loss than one
eighth of the Poetic and Wisdom literature have been selected.
A recent study made by Dr. Marion 0. Hawthorne of northwestern
University revealed the fact that in the two Cycles (1912-1925) 33.25?
of the Old Testament was unused as basic material. The facts are that
the Uniform Lessons have not provided for the thorough and comprehensive
study of the Bible, which their founders had in mind for them to do.
Liberal critics, who accept the Wellhausen view of Biblical
criticism maintain that the Uniform Lessons do not approach the Scripture
in an historical method. A study of the Bible should utilise the well-
established results of the historical uid critical studies of that Book.
For example, Mblical scholars insist that the book of Genesis contains
prehistoric folktales, oral traditions, and primitive conceptions of
science and the world order but the Uniform Lessons treat all sections
of the Book without these distinctions, as though they all were to be
4
accepted as literal fact.
Notwithstanding the wide-spread popularity of the Uniform Lessons
since 1872, they have called forth sharp criticisms. The demerits as
well as the merits were obvious. They were not in accord with the best
theories of education. Tney did not give satisfactory opportunity for
4 Lankard, o�. clt., p. 268
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denominational instruction. They were too fragmentary. They were
dubbed a "Kangaroo, hop, skip and jump method"; "an erratic work of
careless shears and paste-pot" and "a mere skimming of the Bible". To
this last criticism, its advocates wittily answered that "the users had
great thanksgivings over the remarkably rich cream that they had skimmed
from itj" Further they asserted that educators in the classics in univer
sities did not read; everything in the classics, even of works such as
Homer, Virgil, Horace, and Juvenal. And finally that the advantages far
5
outweighed the defects.
Results did not seem to justify the continued use of the Uniform
Lesson. The Lessons had failed to make possible a mastery of the Biblical
text for the training of teachers. The representative churches had been
forced to substitute other books on the Bible which they felt would give
the desired information.
The lessons of tils system were selected on the basis of what in the
estimation of its frasters should constitute the subject-matter or material
of Sunday-school Instruction, and with a view to covering the whole Bible
in a given period of years. The center of interest for the system lies
in the Bible, the Church, and the Sunday-school organization itself,
rather than in the children who are to be instructed. It offered the
same lesson passage to all regardless of age or previous Instruction,
Children not yet able to read and write were given prologue to the Gospel
of John, or equally difficult passages from the Old Testament because
5 Rice, loc. clt.
these had to be included somewhere in the course, and because a uniform
lesson for the whole school is considered essential.
But this is contrary to every recognised principle of child psychology
and religious pedagogy, which alike insist on making the self-active developing
child and his changing needs the starting point and the determining factor in
the choice of the material of Instruction,6
Harry Thomas Stock writes that the uniform lessons have made excellent
adaptations for the high school and the adult ages but at the same time are
very unsatisfactory for use with children and no school should use them in
the children's divisions.
Synopsis of Uniform Course
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6 Henry H. Meyer, The Graded School In Principles and Practice. (New
York: The Abingdon Press, 1912), p. 77
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1911 Jan. - Dec. Division of Kingdom. Kings and Prop-
Captivity and Heturn. hots of Judah and
One year Israel (Kings to
Malachl.)
Looking for a moment at this series of lessons covering a period
of six years from 1906 to 1911, it is evident that the entire series clear
ly takes no cognizance of the changing needs of the developing child life.
It is based entirely upon a consideration of the subject matter or material
of the course.
But more closely examined the series is wrong even on this basis.
If, for example t a boy of ten years entered the Sabbath School in July,
1908, he began his study of the patriarchs sad of the earlier development
of the Jewish nation. According to the present scheme, he would not be
called upon to study this material until seven or eight years later when
he would have reached the age of seventeen or eighteen years. It is doubt
ful whether or not the school held this ten year old boy's continued in
terest for seven or eight years. Whatsort of consecutive knowledge of
Old Testament history a pupil may be supposed to acquire under such a
7
system it is easy to infer.
On the basis of usage, it is fair to conclude that the Uniform
Lessons have bean very popular in the Sunday School world. In spite of
their wide usage, they have been subject to much criticism. In spite of
opposition, however, which had been constantly gathering through the
years they held a large place, in fact, a dominant place, in the Sunday-
school curriculum, until about 1910.
7 *>oc. clt
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The Uniform Lessons did not constitute a complete curriculum in
the modern sense, but, rather a program of study. The aim of studying
the entire %ols in cycles was too general to serve as a comprehensive
aim for a well-planned and truly organised curriculum. The individual
lessons had no specific aims definitely stated and therefore stood pretty
largely to themselves. There was a consciousness of the lack of a defi
nite and comprehensive aim binding the lessons into units or the unit into
a curriculum.
But the main objection to the Uniform Lesson System lies still deeper.
The principle of uniformity is wrong. Valuable as has been the system
in preparing the way for something better, it no longer meets the needs of
the situation. With the transfer of e .-aphasia to the educational aim and
work of the Sunday School a change from uniform to graded lessons became
imperative.
Transition to Graded System
It was inevitable that a radical change in system should come.
That this change came as soon as it did, and that the transition from the
old to the new has been accomplished with so little friction, is one of
the things made possible by the system vhich is now giving way to a new
and better curriculum of religious instruction for the whole school.
Bo careful student of the subject can fail to note the very great
improvement of the new system over the old and the transition has proceed
ed far more rapidly than even the most optimistic advocates of graded
lesson courses had expected. Indeed it is to be questioned whether the
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progress all along the line in Sunday-school work could have been so
rapid and narked but for the strong bond of union furnished by the
uniform lesson with Its attendant advantages , some of which have some
times been overlooked by the critics of the uniform system.
Points of Strength in Graded Series
One of the distinctive advances of graded curricula over the
former ungraded lessons is in the matter of aims. The Graded Series
state definite though perhaps not always attainable aims - an aim for
the span of childhood and youth* specific aims for each age group, such
as Primary and Junior; and an aim for individual lessons within the age
group.
A thorough understanding of the Graded Series ought to leave little
doubt in one's mind as to their superiority as lesson material over the
Uniform Lessons which they were intended to replace..
Taken as a whole, the series offers Biblical material vfrich is
psychologically much better suited to pupils than the Biblical material
of the Uniform Lessons. The lessons off red and the Bible stories illus
trating each lesson depend upon the child's age. Therefore the lessons
appeal to the child's interest. In the very nature of the ease, a uni
form lesson for all ages precluded any such adaptation as the graded
lessons offer.
Four-fifths of the material of the Graded Lessons is taken direct
from the Bible either In the form of passages or selections printed there
from. The other material is based upon the Bible or selections therefrom
treated in an expository manner.
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The Graded Series would appear to be far more interesting to the
pupil than the Uniform Series since they present material more in keeping
with the needs, interests, and capacities of children. Interest is a big
factor in achievement and material capable of colling it forth is a strong
argument in its favor.
The Series is intended to influence daily conduct as well as to
furnish information about God�s activities in the past and his influence
upon men and women of old.
The Series also makes some provision for the expressional life of
the pupil. For example in the Primary Department, the pupil might be
asked to copy the memory verse, write something he remembers about Jesus,
a
and write an explanation of what it means to be a disciple of Jesus.
The advantage of the graded curriculum is of the greatest import
ance from an educational point of view. The selection of material, not
on the principle of engaging the whole Christian world in the study of a
given portion at the same time, but on that of giving each class or grade
of s ohoJars in each school the material best adapted to their age and
stage of advancement., is the only method which can make our Sunday schools
in the best sense of the term educational institutions. This method adapts
the material to the capacity of the scholar, avoiding the absurdity of set
ting children six years old to studying the pastoral epistles or the book
of Revelation. It secures the study of the different portions of the Bible
la the best order, taking into account both the relation of the different
parts of ths Bible to one another and the varying needs, capacities, and
8 Lankard, op_. cjt.. p. 269
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critical period* in the development of pupils of different ages. It
will result in giving to each pupil t&o completes the course a connected
and related knowledge of the whole Bible and of its teaching taken as a
whole, instead of the distorted and disconnected view which the system
9
of uniformity too often gives.
Defects of Graded System
There has been considerable opposition to the Graded System,
however, especially in conservative circles. The Graded Series as well
as the Uniform Series possesses certain limitations.
Lankard claims that these lessons are not sufficiently child
centered. The lessons in the series fall to meet the "threefold spirit
ual needs of childhood and youth - knowledge, loyalties, and conduct."
Oftentimes the lesson material does not fulfill adequately the objectives
of a given period. The material is often too difficult to meet the aim
for the age which it is written.
Another criticism offered by many authors Is that the lessons
fail to meet the demands of our present-day social experiences. Other
lesson materials have failed to utilise adequately the rich sources of
religious experience. The literary form and content of this series, taken
as a whole, are not what the church has a right to sxpect for the use of
its childhood and youth.
The Series leaves much to be desired in the way of teaching
helps. There is very little suggested information to the teachers
so
9 Burton, on. pit. , p. 129.
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that they may enrich their own background in the field covered.
The mechanical features could be greatly improved. Since the
units are printed in periodical form and bound in paper, they are neither
durable nor very attractive. Then other mechanical features are open to
objection. The double columns for the elementary grades rob the page of
a certain attractiveness. The length of lines, spaces, margins, size of
print and the set up of paragraphs and sections are not up to the stand
ards of a modern textbook.
The enrollment in the majority of Sunday-schools is so small that
difficulty has been experienced in dividing up the pupils into separate
classes. Moreover, there has been a lack of enthusiasm and unity in the
school, arising from the fact that so many different lessons were being
taught at the same time.
The average teacher who had bean brought up under t e Uniform
Lessons was not familiar with much of the material in the graded lessons,
which afforded more than twice as much Bible as the Uniform Lessons. In
consequence difficulty was experienced in getting the teachers to adopt
the new lessons. U e recently, however* this difficulty has been met
by the introduction of the trained teacher who has an appreciation of the
better values of the graded lesson.
The modernistic forces in the church have had an appreciation of
the value of the graded lesson, and in many instances have gained control
of the publishing houses and thus given a modernistic tone to the Sunday
school literature. This has tended to discourage many who were true to
the Bible, and they have continued using the Uniform Lessons as preferable
>5
to endangering their pupils by exposing then to this modernistic
literature.10
On the whole the content suffers from too heavy a preponderance
of the Biblical. Especially is there a failure to make use of nature in
the lower grades; of historical and social nethods in the upper grades
and of nonbiblical religious literature in all grades. There is too much
of repetition of the same Biblical materials in successive grades and too
little attention paid to discovering tee teaching value of the Bible for
various grades. The subject matter of the Hew Testament, and especially
the teachings and life of Jesus, suffers in comparison with the emphasis
placed on Old Testament materials. However, the severest criticism of
all should be made on the type of treatment accorded such materials as
are chosen for trie various courses. The lite, ary quality does not average
of high standard; the organization and presentation of subject matter
with reference to easy learning and successful teaching leaves much to be
desired; helpful devices for study and instruction are but aeagerly rep
resented; little provision is made for educational activities on the part
11
of pupils, or for carrying the lessons over into action and conduct.
In order to valuate the Graded Series fairly one must keep in
mind the restrictions and limitations under hieb its editors and writers
worked bound as their constituencies were by the traditions of forty
years of ungraded lessons to which a considerable portion of the church
was firmly wedded. Also, in a consideration of the limitations of the
10 Benson, o�. clt. . p. 146
11 Meyer, op. clt. , p# 94.
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Graded Series it is rmly fair to point out wo things: (1) this Series
was a pioneer in the field of graded lessons; and (2) it has undergone
many changes since the first Graded Lessons were published.
In spite of the severe criticisms the Graded Series has received,
it is a magnificent advance over the Uniform Series with which it was to
compete, when it is projected and edited on a truly evangelical basis as
to aim and method.
Synopsis. For a preview of a Graded Series Lesson plan an Investi
gation into "The Model Sunday School1' at Columbia University is enlighten
ing. Here the direct supervision of the school is in the hands of recog
nised pedagogical experts of the highest rank in liberal circles.
Conservatives of course do not accept the basic principles of this
type of school. The educational principles are neither valid nor applic
able in conservative circles. Although the program is not accepted thee�
lologically nor pedagogicslly, certain values are recognised in the
system*
The subject matter of the curriculum is grouped under three heads,
namely, I Religious literature; II Biblical history; III Church history.
The work in the Kindergarten falls entirely under the first of these
heads and consists of the presentation of Bible and other stories, memory
work in Bible passages, songs, hymns, and poems. Object lessons and manual
work accompany the presentation of the stories which are selected with
reference to their historical setting or Chronological order.
In Grade I consecutive stories of Jesus, his life and works are
added, forming the beginning of the work In biblical history. In Grade H
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the first work in church history ia introduced in the foita of storioc
about modem foreign falseions. The Biblical literature work in Grades
I - VI inclusive consists largely of memory woxk for i-hich selected
psalms and proverbs, texts and hymns flimish the material. 01her Bib3e
passages are read, the selections being made by the teacher. The Bihle
history work for these grades comprises in addition to selected stories,
consecutive narratives from the life of Jesus and stories of the earlier
prophets, patriarchs, and New Testament characters. With the stories of
the patriarchs, which are Introduced in Grades II and III, the study of
the history of Israel begins. This study continues through Grade VI.
Work in church history in those grades (II - VI) is confined to a study
of modern missions by countries. In Grades VII and VIII the study in Bibli
cal literature takes up the teachings of Jesus; the life of Jesus as a
consecutive study at the same time forms the subject natter for the work
in BLblical history. The teaching and life of Jesus are followed by
studies in the lives and the teaching of Paul and the other apostles.
In the High school grades this study in New Testament teaching and
character Is continued in the religious history and Biblical literature
work respectively. In the second and third grades of the High School,
the study of manuscripts and versions and of Biblical masterpieces from
both the Old and New Testaments is added. The Biblical history work of
the High school section, in a dltion to the study of the life of Paul
and the other apostle a , continued from the preceding course, includes the
history of religion within the Bible, together with its historical paral
lels. The church history for the High-school grades takes up in the
5fi
first year the study of the sarly church to the time of Saint Augustine;
in the second year the subsequent church Idstory in outline through the
period of the reformation and in the third year the later history of the
church, with special emphasis on the work of Whitef ield and Wesley.
Provision has been made in the curriculum for graduate work.
following the work of the High-school grades , and consisting largely
of elective courses in which single books of the Bible are critically
studied and compared with other religious master pieces. A large liter
ary study of the whole Bible, together with work in Hew Testament Greek,
is provided for. This work is a continuation of the work under the head
of religious literature.
In this Graded Series of the Sunday School at Columbia University
the principle of modern pedagogy - self-expression is recognized. The
pupil is to learn by doing, that is, by expressing, in some concrete way
the ideas which he has. The teacher seeks to stimulate the pupil to
constructive effort.
The author of this thesis is aware that self-expression was a
principle of Pestalozzi and that religious educators must be careful,
lest they confuse the philosophy of progressive education with activity
programs.
In this plan the ideas projected in manual work are the ideas which
it is natural for the child at a given' age to frame or to express. The
12
subject matter of instruction must be suited to the age of the pupil.
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Advantages of Group Graded Series. In the International Group
Graded Series the lessons are intended to be consecutive end accumula
tive. The lessons of each succeeding age-group presuppose the training
afforded by those of the preceding groups, thus creating a continuous
series of steps upward throughout the curriculum. The lessons are dated
and move in a three year cycle. One iomedte, tely sees the advantages in
this system, mainly, that the needs of the child are of foremost interest.
This series requires for each age group (primary, junior, and so on)
three interchangeable units of materials, one for each year. This plan
enables the smaller school to place in the sams class children three
years apart in ages while at the same tine giving them materials which,
even if rather coarsely graded, are adapted to their use. No Group
Graded Course is issued for the Beginners, this unit being taken from
the Graded Series.
A Comparative View. The following diagram affords a comparative




Betts. ��. clt. , p. 362
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Bases of Comparison
The child who at the age of four years had begun the Uniform
Lessons would > by the completion of his seventeenth year, have covered
two seven-year cycles, all lessons (with tee exception of minor modifi
cations made for elementary pupils) having been on the same level of
difficulty. The one who during the same period had studied the Group
Graded Lessons would have been on five different levels of adaptation,
two years on the first level as a Beginner and three years on each of
the remaining four. Similarly, the pupil who had been pursuing the Graded
Series for the same period would have progressed over fourteen different
14
grades or levels of difficulty, one for each year.
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